
 

HOTEL RESIDENCE VILLA SORRISO 

 

General service description 

A five-story building connected by an elevator (80X100X120) with an embossing control panel also 
in Braille format, visual and audible signal on arrival. 

Parking area for guests is on asphalt and it’s 10 meters away from the main entrance, presenting 
two steps or a slope of 11%, and from the secondary entrance, presenting two consecutive ramps 
with a slop of 10% and 11%.   

On the ground floor there are: Reception with a desk of 83 cm height, restaurant and breakfast 
room reachable overcoming two steps or a slope of 11%. It’s furnished with single leg squared 
tables with 73 cm of useful space below. On request, the kitchen can cook specific meals for 
coeliacs, children, older people, vegetarian or specific food intolerant.   

Common area toilet for persons with disability has floor-standing WC 54 cm high, with 
accessibility front and lateral right side, handle at left, floor-standing shower with handles and 
retractable seat. 

On the third floor there’s a breakfast room reachable from the elevator by a ramp with a slope of 
9%.   

Rooms and bathrooms 

Hotel with 39 rooms, 2 of them equipped for disabled persons: No. 154, on the first floor and No. 
261 on the second one, both reachable overcoming a ramp with a slope of 10%. They are double 
bedroom furnished with beds 54 cm high with accessibility from lateral right side. The kitchen has 
a stove 85 cm high and a table with 63 cm of useful space below. Baths have available a floor-
standing WC 48 cm high, with difficult accessibility (77 cm on lateral left side) and handle on the 
right side. Inside also a stall shower with an opening 42 cm high wide and handles.   

Other services 

On the ground floor there’s “beauty” area, reachable by means of two meters ramp with 
maximum slope of 11%. Inside you find also a sauna (entrance 64 cm wide and a step 10 cm high), 
Kneipp therapy, booth for treatments (bed of 84 cm height), fitness room and swimming pool 
(four steps to access).  

Terrace is reachable from the Hall by a step 14 cm high or from the beauty area by a ramp with a 
slope of 11%. From this point the beach is also reachable by four steps or overcoming two 
consecutive ramps with a maximum slope of 11%.  

Hotel beach service provides some “JOB” chairs (special beach wheelchairs) for accessing to the 
sea. Please contact lifeguards for the use.   

Pets not allowed   

 



 

 

Summary tab of accessibility measures 

Lift  80X100X120 

Distance from the parking lot at the entrance 10 mt 
Access ramps slope max 11% 
Accessible rooms 2 

Bed height 54 cm 
Bed accessibility YES 

WC height 48 cm 
WC accessibility YES, with difficulty 

Handle YES 
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